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Supernode

The Challenge

How might Christchurch crystallise around
key growth areas to lead in talent, innovation
and business attraction?
Our Approach

Augmenting our Natural Strengths

Our aim is to deﬁne the global talent
areas Christchurch and Canterbury
can best compete in.

To succeed we need to take a cohesive approach. Strong connections
between Education, Industry and Government is necessary to augment
our market opportunity at a global scale.
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Supernode

The Opportunity

$100M $3 Billion
ESTIMATED ECONOMIC
IMPACT

With the establishment of a
centralised health precinct
creating a much closer
connection between
research, testing and
commercialisation,
Christchurch accelerates
the R&D process.

Having developed a range of
approaches to increase our resilience
post earthquake, Christchurch is
positioned well internationally to lead
in resilience, whether its natural
disaster or climate related.
The consolidated health precinct will
accelerate research into analytics and
machine learning, virtual healthcare,
bio-metrics & wearables and insurance
tech.

Ōtautahi Christchurch
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Health-tech & Resilient Communities Supernode Workshop

Introduction
Critical to maintaining the
momentum of the regeneration
of the city we’ve initiated a
process of alignment between
education, enterprise and
government that stimulates
future innovation within key
focus areas.
As we enter the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, and with it a rapid
rate of technological change, our
objective is to define primary
focus areas that Christchurch
can genuinely own in the global
economy.

Global
Opportunity

*The definition of a Supernode
is a highly connected and active
zone within a global network.
In order to remain competitive in
the global talent market, we
recognise that we need to
leverage the strength of key
established industries by creating
more opportunities of
engagement for fresh, innovative
and technically capable talent
who are connected to a wider
innovative community.

Supernode*

Local
Capability

Local
Advantage

Ōtautahi Christchurch
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Health-tech & Resilient Communities Supernode Workshop

Activating Supernodes for
concentrated growth
Globalisation 4.0, powered by Industry
4.0, is a digitally connected economy
where cities across the world compete to
develop, attract, and more importantly
retain high-value industry.
Many cities and countries around the
world are deﬁning and promoting their
natural strengths in the global economy.
Our aim is to grow the Christchurch
economy by activating and supporting a
range of globally recognised, yet locally
relevant Supernode communities.

Canada:
Superclusters

Utah:
Industry Clusters

Eindhoven:
Brainport

A ﬁve year investment to
support business-led
innovation superclusters
that have potential to
build world-leading
innovation ecosystems.

Utah works to create
sustainable advantages
around emerging (and mature)
sectors by combining and
aligning a wide variety of
business interests.

Brainport is a hub for
solutions to some of the
big issues that the EU
faces today in the areas of
health, mobility, energy,
food and safety.
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Supernode

Supernode
Model
Four
Supernodes
have been
identiﬁed as
strategic
growth areas,
with Hi-Tech
Services
acting as an
enabler and
the lenses on
the left.

Tikanga
Māori

Sustainable
Prosperity

Exploration and
Unity

Hi-tech
Services

Aerospace
& Future
Transport

Enabling
Supernode

Supernode

Food,
Fibre &
Agritech
Supernode

Health Tech
& Resilient
Communities
Supernode

Supernode
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Workshop
Process
Health Tech and Resilient
Communities
The objective of the Supernode initiative is
to establish inter-disciplinary communities
of practice around strategic growth areas
in the Canterbury economy.
The objective of the discovery workshop was
to unpack the current dynamic at play that
could either accelerate or stagnate the
attraction and creation of talent and business
into our economy – including;
●
●
●
●

Skills & capability building
Learning Pathways
Attraction Channels
Global Opportunity

FUTURE
GROWTH &
ATTRACTION
ULTIMATE
OPPORTUNITY

SUPERNODE
AMBITION

Overview of the
current trends within
our economy and
why we must focus
on collaborative
Supernodes.

BUSINESS
CASE

Unpack the current
areas of focus in the
Supernode to
understand needs in
terms of igniting human
potential and attracting
the best talent.

Apply some thinking
around a potential
growth area using
the Supernode
Canvas to further
understand the
Ultimate Opportunity.

Apply an action plan
to the Ultimate
Opportunities in the
short, medium and
long-term, creating a
10 year Supernode
roadmap.
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Supernode

The Opportunity

$100M $3 Billion
ESTIMATED ECONOMIC
IMPACT

With the establishment of
a centralised health
precinct creating a much
closer connection between
research, testing and
commercialisation,
Christchurch accelerates
the R&D process.

Having developed a range of approaches to
increase our resilience post earthquake,
Christchurch is positioned well
internationally to lead in resilience, whether
its natural disaster or climate related.
The consolidated health precinct will
accelerate research into analytics and
machine learning, virtual healthcare,
bio-metrics & wearables and insurance tech.
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Supernode

1. Future Growth
#1
With the CDHB, Universities of Otago,
Canterbury, Ara and research centres now
all in close proximity, Christchurch has a
valuable concentration of resources
within the Health Precinct. The emerging
challenge is the transition from a focus on
hard infrastructure towards a connected
and innovative community.
Key Takeaways:
●

Christchurch DHB is one of the most
progressive in the country. Acting as a
channel, it can become the ‘im’proving
ground for all NZ DHBs – then the world.

●

The ecosystem has a high-level of
innovation, expertise and ideas but
commercialisation is a long diﬃcult road.

●

We need to close the adoption gap of
emerging technologies within Health
(eg. AI, AR, imaging)

#2

Health Precinct
commercialisation
bridge

Becoming a
‘known’ global hub
in specialist ﬁelds.

Leveraging the CDHBs
openness to innovation,
create a commercialisation
unit to bridge the gap
between stakeholders,
enabling national / global
growth.

Whether it’s
orthopaedics, 3D printing
or bio-med, the sector
needs to focus its
energies on a few
agreed areas with
high-growth potential.

Other Insights
Aging Population

Fast-tracked funding

The natural growth of the
aging population, as well
as population growth is
going to require
innovative approaches
and eﬃciencies to
reduce cost.

Find ways to speed up the
funding and procurement
process so lean innovative
projects can be given the
momentum they need to
succeed.

#3

#4

Automation and
eﬃciencies

Grow global
together

Build on our existing
strength of developing
new technologies and
processes for more
eﬃcient and cost
eﬀective health
pathways. Health-system
digitisation.

Building on insight area
#2, a coordinated eﬀort
between industry,
tertiaries and
government to
collaborate in taking
recognised local
opportunities global.
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Supernode

1. Future Growth
Ideas & Insights
Diving deeper into the Future Growth
insights some key messages emerged:
●

The Health Precinct oﬀers a very
strong global proposition for attracting
business and talent. It’s proﬁle needs
to be lifted on the global stage.

●

End-to-end commercialisation support
is necessary to help reduce risk.

●

Incentivise pilots and adoption within
DHBs nationally.

Leading research
Small and Fast
Christchurch is small and
agile, integrated and
trusted, nimble and
co-operative

Health
commercialisation
is risky
Cost and complexity of
commercialisation means
you need to be in for the
long game.

Diabetes, Smart devices,
sports medicine,
biomechanics,
othopaedics, clinical
research, 3D prinitng
bio-materials, remote
places (antartcia/space)

Bespoke rapid medical
manufacturing
(medical Fab Lab)

Incentivise Adoption

Connecting
commercialisation
support

Leaner administrative
process for approval of new
techniques and methods.

Customisation

How can we connect DHB
& Health professionals to
commercialisation support?
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Supernode

2. Skills & Capability
#1
The Health precinct and wider
community has the expertise and
platform for innovation but needs to
partner with commercialisation
experts in order to reach scale. It
seems the skills gap is more do to
with connections than lack of talent.

Data + AI
Data is the driving force
behind AI. There’s no
doubt AI will transform
eﬃciencies in the health
system. Making datasets
open to innovators and
researchers could
stimulate growth.

#2

●

Create partnerships that represent a
range of diverse skill sets. Get
scientists and commercialisation
experts around the same table.
The health precinct could become a
testing ground for AI through access
to data and testing.

#4

Commercialisation
experts

Smart use of
Emerging Tech

Strong
Skills

Specialised experts need
more opportunity to
engage and collaborate
with commercialisation
partners. Developing the
connection between
both is critical to growth.

Combining smart
technology, such as
wearables, AR and 3D
printing with human
centred design, lean
prototyping and agile
product development.

Curiosity, collaboration,
working with diversity,
critical thinking, growth
mindset, people who say
‘how can we? or ‘why
not?’.

Key Takeaways:
●

#3

Other Insights
Testing in the
extremes

Capacity to run
multiple trials

Antarctica centre of
excellence research for
extreme environments,
isolation, mental health
resilience, research with
UC / Med School / CDHB

Processes need to be ﬁned
tune in order to pilot health
tech at scale. Create a
successful model.
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Supernode

2. Skills & Capability
Ideas & Insights
Collaboration, lowering the barriers to
increase commercialisation and forming
alliances around key areas of focus
were common amongst the comments.
●

●

Communities of practice. Forming
working groups that regularly connects
and collaborate.
Short courses, for faster knowledge
upgrades that allow fresh talent to get
started faster and existing professionals
to become more cross-functional.

Data Skills

Business Smarts

Growth Mindset

Better data collection and
analysis skills tied into
health sector

Really smart experts with
great ideas but no
communication / expertise /
business smarts

Collaboration on the
areas of the biggest
impact: alliances with a
growth mindset

Upskill Faster
Better short course training
options using tertiary
resources.
It's not big that eats small,
it's fast that eats slow.

De-risk Innovation
Highly skilled engineers
being pulled into big
non-innovative companies

Working Remotely
Not utilising international
connectedness to
realising commercial
opportunities
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Supernode

3. Learning Pathways
There’s a strong desire to establish a
model where industry plays a
signiﬁcant role in guiding the focus
of courses and learning to the point
that the boundaries between
education and industry merge.
Key Takeaways:
●

●

Develop a model where the learning
experience and talent pipeline is on
the agenda of industry boards and
fed directly to education.
Learning happens as part of a
collaboration with industry through
work placement.

#1

#2

Fully engaged
industry of learning

An integrated
pipeline

Mandatory work
placement

Cross-discipline
knowledge

Tertiary alignment with
business community.
Industry to provide
learning systems and
expertise. Greater use of
industry boards to steer
courses and research.

Integration of Learning places of work, student
internships, changing
perspectives, value of
integrating learning collaboration enhances
learning.

Promote work
placement and work
experience, or make it
mandatory.

Multi-faculty
(micro-)degrees - that
reﬂect products and
services in real world
(commercial) or
post-grad diploma.

Other Insights
Make health
aspirational to
young students
Educational changes to
reach children younger.
Expose school students
to the health industry
opportunity

#3

#4
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Supernode

3. Learning Pathways
Ideas & Insights
As the health industry becomes more
digitised, the rapid rate of change and
the opportunity that comes with it
needs to be communicated faster to
youth and students.
●
●

●

Careers advisors need up-to-date,
inspiring information
Engaging the range of health needs
through cultural diversity and
points-of-view present multiple
opportunities for engagement
Embracing digital learning tools to
break down barriers to entry

Fresh Perspectives

Evolving needs

Advise career advisors

Young, next gen, people
who are learning, cultural
inclusion, looking through
the eyes of other cultures

Critical that people setting
tertiary courses talk with
industry about the needs /
skills required (international
industry too)

CNZ / Supernode champions
and trains career advisors in
Canterbury on growth areas
talent needs

Inspire Young,
Inspire Maori

Virtual Learning

Internships for
Professionals

MoE - Streaming Barriers
Long term strategies eg:
Otago study - Maori doctors

Learning online using
technology, Virtual
medical coaching

Support for experts to
learn new areas quick
"Student internships" for
professionals
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Supernode

4. Attraction Channels
The key message for growing
attraction is ‘full integration’. The
‘Southern Health Hub’ concept could
also encompass a complete package
to attract and retain the best talent
and business.

#1

#2

#3

#4

Create the
Concept of Scale

Strategic
Investment

Retain existing
Talent and Business

Canterbury
Lifestyle

Leverage the scale of the
Health Precinct and sell
ourselves as health hub perception becomes
reality.

Create the full attraction
package to incentivise
talent and companies
here ( tax relief,
scholarships, lifestyle,
education)

NZTE to focus on
retaining growing
businesses, too many go
oﬀshore and take the IP
and talent with them.
Their stories are
important to attract
talent.

Our quality of life could
be better promoted to
attract talent. Can the
outdoors and healthy
lifestyle be part of the
attraction message for
Canterbury health?

Key Takeaways:
●

●

Although the Health Precinct is still
emergent, start promoting it’s scale
and potential now to build momentum
There’s real potential to directly
integrate the ‘healthy lifestyle’ story
into the Health Sector narrative

Other Insights
Become part of a
close-knit community

Local knowledge
workshops

Promote and foster our
geographic and collegial
health community. Invite
new talent in.

A calendar of public
workshops that highlight
some of the exciting work
happening in the sector.
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Supernode

4. Attraction Channels
Ideas & Insights
Many comments focused on the
cultural shift needed to grow belief,
support success and open channels for
innovation.
●

●

The Commercialisation Unit concept
raised in Future Growth could become
a magnet for innovative talent as well
as a vehicle for cultural change
Christchurch might be far away
geographically, but with the digitisation
of Health, innovators can choose to
work anywhere in the world. Make
Christchurch the City of Choice.

Launch Pad

Success Culture

Flatter Structures

A cultural shift is needed to
celebrate success

Democratise work
opportunities to open up
innovative potential

Accessible to the world:
Transport, infrastructure,
internet, communications,
ease of travel

Commercialisation Unit
(CDHB)

City of Choice

Australia

Panel of leaders inside
CDHB who can inform /
support 3rd party innovators

Selling Chch as a 'city of
Choice'. A unique oﬀering to
young people (Alkd vs Chch,
young families)

Start an Australian
conversation to open up
opportunity for scale.
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Supernode

Supernode Canvas

Exploring preferred
futures with the
Supernode Canvas

Hi-tech
Services

Aerospace
& Future
Transport

Enabling
Supernode

The Supernode initiative has been based
on six key growth criteria. This criteria
forms the base of the Supernode Canvas.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ultimate Opportunity
Global Growth Potential
Current Local Capability
Natural Local Advantage
Regulatory Support
Pragmatic Future

Six groups explored the potential of an
Ultimate Opportunity based on a global need.
By focusing on a perceived opportunity, the
insights are more practical and tangible.
Groups were asked to then create action
points along a timeline to prioritise the
interventions needed to stimulate activity.

Food,
Fibre &
Agritech

Health Tech
& Resilient
Communities

Supernode

Supernode
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Supernode

Ultimate Opportunity

Health Tech
& Resilient
Communities

Export: Common Wealth
Health Tech Hub
Global Opportunity
Leverage Australian Opportunity.
Canterbury Health landing pad in key locations to
manage international clients. Use our timezone
as element of support for digitised health
systems - the overnight solution.

Why Christchurch?
The emerging Health Precinct /
Health Hub concept enables
local providers to work together
to develop a world-leading
global model

Catalysts
●
●
●

●

Key - Export Tech and provide the best support
for oﬀshore opportunities

●

Local Advantage

●

●

●

South Island alliance - If you can work in
with that cluster we can demonstrate our
ability globally.
Low churn of staﬀ due to opportunity with
companies and Christchurch lifestyle.

More Employable tech students
Also more sales and support students
Identify the top global opportunities
to grow into and map to local
capability
Expertise in Next Generation Tech
(eg AI, Mixed Reality, Data)
Make it easy for Start-ups to get
funding if a good idea.
Fund sales and marketing in activity
with reasonable risk proﬁle
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Supernode Business Case

ULTIMATE OPPORTUNITY

From individual eﬀorts
to collective global push

Export: Common Wealth
Health Tech Hub

SHORT-TERM (1-4 YEARS)

MEDIUM-TERM (5-8 YEARS)

LONG-TERM (8-10 YEARS

Grow NZTE Led network group

Increase focus on internationalisation and
marketing

Self-sustaining attraction of
talent for business growth

Map out all the player on a page
ID Gaps (System)
Self promotion
CNZ / Supernode champions and trains
career advisors in Canterbury on growth areas
talent needs

Development of multi-discipline education
options
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Supernode

Ultimate Opportunity

Health Tech
& Resilient
Communities

Attraction: The health innovation hub for
startups and big business globally
Global Opportunity
Attracting world class talent (students and
innovators). A global centre for health innovation
Positioning Christchurch as a hub for big
international companies to prototype here.
Local Advantage

Why Christchurch?
Build on and foster Canterbury’s
very interconnected business,
education and personal
community – this is hard to
replicate.

●

●
●

Leveraging access to health grads (Otago)
access to engineers - software and
hardware from UC
Earthquake = blank canvas
CDHB + Ara + UC + Otago interconnectedness (HUB)

Catalysts
●

●
●
●
●
●

Derisking taking on new international
talent. Business to get used to
bringing on internationals so it's easy
and attractive.
Funding opportunities for
international student internships
Med-tech professional VISA.
Promote stories of individual health
innovators and innovative companies
Rapid prototyping in tertiary nano
degrees / micro-credentials
Support for experts to learn new areas
quick "Student internships" for
professionals
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Supernode Business Case

ULTIMATE OPPORTUNITY

From informal relationships
to integrated hub

Attraction: The health innovation hub for
startups and big business globally

SHORT-TERM (1-4 YEARS)

MEDIUM-TERM (5-8 YEARS)

LONG-TERM (8-10 YEARS

Design and plan model for research hub

Work integrated learning

Getting stories out to a global audience of
successful students / graduates in
Christchurch

engineering / health summer camps for youth
/ teens

Changing funding model for business,
tertiary and DHB for more
collaboration around a Health Hub

Working group that regularly collaborates
Educational changes to reach and attract
children younger, especially Maori
Develop health tech programmes for youth
(10-13yo)
Graduate more engineers, teachers and
health people

Improve tertiary rankings to attract students
and international students
Attract health tech companies
Stimulate health tech start-ups
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Ultimate Opportunity

Health Tech
& Resilient
Communities

Establish the local Orthopaedics expertise
as global platform for growth
Global Opportunity
The Warsaw, Indiana of the Southern
Hemisphere. We already have the expertise in
Orthopaedics, leverage this:

Why Christchurch?
Christchurch already has
strengths in Orthopaedics, with
some stimulus it could quickly
grow to become a globally
recognised hotspot.

●
●
●
●
●
●

Sports injuries
Biomechanics
Clinical Research
Bio-materials
Smart Devices
Remote places (Antarctica / Space)

Local Advantage
Connected tertiary education, English speaking,
low cost, fast regulatory pathways, Funding,
support, U of Otago Orthopaedic research group,
bio-materials, CDHB, Lots of space to build

Catalysts
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Challenge Grants, Incentive Grants,
more grants
Industry integrated learning
Equal Pay commitment
Marketing to attract big companies
Advertising to attract specialised
talent: Competition for China / Asia
IP translation into commercialisation
Cross-discipline degrees (e.g. Science
and Business)
Industry Training centre
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Supernode Business Case

ULTIMATE OPPORTUNITY

From quiet achievers
to globally recognised specialists

Establish the local Orthopaedics expertise
as global platform for growth

SHORT-TERM (1-4 YEARS)

MEDIUM-TERM (5-8 YEARS)

LONG-TERM (8-10 YEARS

Create Brand to support eco-system

Tech Apprenticeships as a pathway to higher
level qualiﬁcation

A recognised specialised industry
working at a global level

Understand the eco-system
Identify areas of specialisation
Structure of current informal relationships

Funding and incentives
Better Pay
Company commitment to diversity
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Ultimate Opportunity

Health Tech
& Resilient
Communities

Realising commercial opportunities within
an agile, forward thinking health system
Global Opportunity
Promote Christchurch as the City of Opportunity has it all. ‘A prize waiting to be claimed’ becomes
the cities health value proposition.
The beginnings of a highly regarded, functional
health system. It is well support by education and
research.

Why Christchurch?

Local Advantage

Our highly regarded local
health system sets the stage
for a global health tech
commercialisation hub.

Collaboration of entities delivering signiﬁcant
aspects of the health system - CDHB, Ara, UoO
Med, UC, Maori + Pegasus
●
●
●
●
●

Health related industries
Research institutions
CMRF
Callaghan
NZTE

Catalysts
●

●
●
●

●

Capability & Skills - data collection,
interpretation, technology
(application)
Tomorrows skills - growth mindset,
curious and collaborative
Attraction and retention (Lifestyle)
Education, government, industry
working together on bold ambitious
projects where we have the biggest
impact
Funding Strategy - Needs to be
forward looking, adventurous and
framed commercially
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Supernode Business Case

ULTIMATE OPPORTUNITY

From locally interconnected to
globally interconnected.

Realising commercial opportunities within
an agile, forward thinking health system

SHORT-TERM (1-4 YEARS)

MEDIUM-TERM (5-8 YEARS)

LONG-TERM (8-10 YEARS

Health precinct evolution

Reverse the risk averse culture

Work to retain current talent

Overcome diﬃculty in commercialisation sales and marketing support

Integrated, commercial, forward
thinking, collaborative Health Sector

Sell Christchurch's story 'City of Choice',
nationally and internationally
Identify 3-4 key initiatives where we can make
the biggest impact
Support integrated learning
- education / business

Optimised collaboration
Grow international connectedness to realise
commercial opportunities
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Ultimate Opportunity

Health Tech
& Resilient
Communities

Cost eﬀective global R&D, rapid
prototyping and testing platform
Global Opportunity
Become the world’s proving ground within an
integrated product development eco-system.
Translate innovation from region across NZ, then
release to the world.
Local Advantage

Why Christchurch?
We can bring Healthtech ideas
into clinic and commercialise
faster through an integrated,
innovative community.

●
●
●
●

Combine DHB, Uni, Tertiary institutions
Use CDHB as a test / validation bed
Make it easy
Develop & Licence IP to global customers.

Catalysts
●
●
●
●
●

●

Innovative DHB
Broad base of existing health tech
companies (44 in 2015)
Student pipeline research capabilities
due to density of tertiary education
Air connectivity relative to population
size
Regulatory environment and low
corruption allows stronger and quicker
innovation
Local organisations being
collaborative rather than competitive
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Supernode Business Case

ULTIMATE OPPORTUNITY

From long grind to a streamlined
commercialisation hub.

Cost effective global R&D, rapid
prototyping and testing platform

SHORT-TERM (1-4 YEARS)

MEDIUM-TERM (5-8 YEARS)

LONG-TERM (8-10 YEARS

Attract people

Attract businesses

Tell people what is special

Connecting commercialisation experts with
the CDHB and expert health science
researchers

Leverage stories about what we already have

- this is a new position at the CDHB

Removed friction for people looking to move
here - make it super easy.

Tell new stories about the new entrants
into the sector

- or an outside body that works /
communicates with both worlds
Rollout Christchurch health innovation hub
marketing strategy

People have heard why we are special
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The Goal

Supercharged
Supernode maximising
opportunities for:
Joint Ventures
Innovation
Work Integrated Learning
Research
Talent & Business
Attraction

An accessible and
networked ecosystem to
maximise opportunity for
Christchurch & Canterbury

Students

Resourced
Steering
Groups

Government

Education
Providers

Industry

Supernode
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Next Steps

1

Insight &
Definition

Supernode Workshops
Completed
Hi-tech Services
Food, Fibre & Agritech
Health Tech & resilient Communities
Aerospace & Future Transport

2

Cohesion &
Connection

Educational Pathways
September Aligning education to the
needs of industry

Steering Groups
September Establishing and supporting
existing Supernode groups

Supernode
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Key
Contacts
Simon Anderson
Talent Attraction and
Retention Manager

Karen Haigh
Talent Specialist

Simon.Anderson@
christchurchnz.com

Karen.Haigh@
christchurchnz.com

Mobile: 021 081 57087

Mobile: 021 071 7393

www.supernode.co.nz

